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PROOF: WHAT is the Innovation & HOW it works to deliver the Benefit you promised.  

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

Customer PRICE or Stakeholder COST: Initial guess for what a customer or stakeholder will pay           

in time, energy, and/or money to adopt this innovation   

________________________________________________________________________

PASSION This project is important because...

_______________________________________________________________________

Innovation Name: ___________________________________________________
                       Product, Service or System Innovation NAME that is suggestive of the benefit   

NEWS HEADLINE: In a sentence - what makes your innovation MEANINGFULLY UNIQUE. 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

CUSTOMER or STAKEHOLDER: WHO, specifically, benefits from this innovation?

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

Customer/Stakeholder PROBLEM: WHAT problem, specifically, does this idea address?

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

Benefit PROMISE: Make a SPECIFIC or numeric promise to SOLVE this problem.  

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

Yellow Card™

For Product, Service, or Systems Innovation Projects
Start from the front or back side of card.  Fill in all that you can.

WHAT the Innovation is and HOW it can deliver this promise is on the BACK of CARD...

This Innovation addresses a: ___Very Important Opportunity __Very Important System  

This Innovation is best described as a:  ___CORE Innovation     ___LEAP Innovation 

DEATH THREATS: Rather than compromise on the idea start the process of problem solving.

1. Death Threat: _________________________________________________________

    DO to learn more: _____________________________________________________

2. Death Threat: _________________________________________________________

   DO to learn more: _____________________________________________________

Raw Math Game Plan: Your choice: a) Sales Potential, b) Cost to Develop, c) Savings, d) Other

There is an annual fatality rate of 115 deaths per 
100,000 fishermen in the US, largely due to the cold 
water conditions you encounter.  If your body is 
exposed to extreme cold water for too long, you can 
die of hypothermia.

The SURVIVE IT Cold Water Survival Suit is a 
cold water survival suit that keeps you alive 9 
times longer than any suit in the world. 

SURVIVE IT Cold Water Survival Suit

The only cold water suit that can actually 
generate heat to prevent hypothermia and save 
your life

The customer is Commercial Fishermen. 

Here’s how it works... The patented suit uses your own 
air to regenerate heat, rather than conserve it as most 
suits do.  So every time you exhale you’re producing 
more heat for the suit. As long as you are breathing, 
your body will be heated to a normal body temperature. 

$3,500 per suit A standard dry suit is $2,000

Does the technology last long enough to save lives
We could find out the typical time for rescues

Can we make any money with this price?

Do quick  math on cost of materials 

Lets say our target audience is 100,000 people
If we can reach 2% - 20,000
If 50% of that 2% are actually convinced to buy - 10,000
times the sale price $3500
Total = 35 million dollar opportunity

Its a WOW new offering that can result in saving lives
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